Sugar, Brain & Behavior
Healing Sugar Addiction

What We’ll Be Learning Today

Goals and Objectives

• The historical context of sugar’s role in the
development of western civilization

Students who complete this course successfully will:
• Be able to accurately describe how sugar
creates addictions

• The impact of sugar addiction on psychological and
physical health

• Be able to accurately describe at least three peerreviewed studies documenting the impact of sugar
on mental health

• Peer-reviewed evidence documenting the addictive
nature of sugar and its health impacts
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• Name three credible publicly available resources to
which clients and patients can be referred for
education purposes, and offer a critique of at least
one of them.

• A simple nutrient-based approach to stopping sweet
cravings

Duane Law, L.Ac. © 2021
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Goals and Objectives

To Get Credit for This Course (Live Version)

• I want to introduce you to a body of knowledge.

• Stay logged in

• I want to introduce you to online resources to which
you can refer your patients & clients so they can
educate themselves about sugar’s health effects.

• Ask a question during the Q&A session at the end

Help Me Do a Good Job
• Ask questions – if I don’t notice the chat, unmute and
ask please
• After any transitions between videos and slides, let
me know if the volume’s too loud or quiet.

• Enter your licensing board(s) and license numbers in the
chat (again, at the end, please.)
• Complete and return course feedback email
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Boundaries for Therapists & Some Acus

Boundaries for Therapists & Some Acus

• Boundaries are Crucial – for You and Your Clients.

To Help Me Do a Good Job

• The Key: Educate, Don’t Diagnose and Prescribe.
• Don’t Say: This is your problem, take this.
• Instead: several things could explain this. Consider what some think.
• Say: Consider Reading up on this. Here’s some videos to watch.
• Here’s links to groups of people going thru what you may be going through.
• Chart by noting the education time.
• Consider getting release from client.

• If the screen ever looks like the one above, please unmute or send me a PM in
chat telling me I’m sharing the presenter view. Zoom will sometimes switch all
by itself to sharing the wrong screen and as presenter I can’t tell! L
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https://selfcareadvisor.net/wp-content/uploads/2022/03/CAMFT-attorney-advice-re-nutritional-info-2014.pdf
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My Story with Sugar

William Dufty - 1975

William Dufty & Gloria Swanson - 1978
Key Points To Notice:
• The commercials are all about sugar-laced products.
• The tension between Dufty & Swanson’s arguments,
which are systems-oriented ...
• And the MDs’ arguments, which are more reductionist
when they’re not indulging straw-man tactics.
• William Philpott, MD (the orthomolecular society head) is
never invited to speak. Interesting body language, too.
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William Dufty & Gloria Swanson - 1978
Stress Hormones, .
Sugar & Depression .

Ten-Minute Break
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Stress Hormones - Chronic

Stress Hormones - Acute

Adrenaline

.

Norepinephrine

.

 Fight or Flight

How Stress Impairs Cognitive Function

Glucocorticoids …
esp. Cortisol
.

...

 Boost Blood Sugar . .

Prefrontal cortex
(conscious thought)

 Hypervigilance . . . . . . . . . . .

Hypothalamus
& Amygdala
(instinct & emotion)

 Increase blood flow to lim bs . .

 Decrease blood flow to digestion.
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 Interfere w ith concentration.

.

 Released and cleared slow ly.

 Increase alertness, sense and m ental acuity.

 Slow protein generation – accelerate aging .

 Released and cleared quickly from the bloodstream .

 Can cause anxiety or depression in sensitive individuals .
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Calm Brain
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Premenstrual
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Obsessive
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Manic
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Alcohol Intoxication
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Sober & Functional
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How ever w e do w ant to take a m om ent to acknow ledge and respect
the beliefs of those w ho feel this point of view is m istaken..

The “Twinkie Defense”
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Life on Earth: 1,500,000,000 years. .

Question: .
How old is your brain?

It took millions of years to create .
the topsoil we take for granted..

From the dawn of time until the dawn
.of history, everything was organic..
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The fuel the human brain prefers is sugar..
Humans: 130,000 – 2,000,000 years, depending on the source & how one defines “human.”

It really doesn’t matter. Either way … .
Conditions were very primitive.

Sugar comes most easily from carbohydrates.
Our bodies are very motivated to eat carbs.

… for a very long time.
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We’d supplement what we’d downed in the hunt,.

Natural carb sources:.

With what we’d scrounge in the forest.
leaves, roots grasses, seeds.
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Almost immediately….

This was the first time humans had access .
to large amounts of grain … and so also to large amounts of carbohydrates..

Humans started grinding their grain into flour..

First settled agriculturalists:.
10,000 – 12,000 BC.
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But Why?
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How Carbohydrate Addiction Works

Dopamine Payoff Insulin

Falling Blood Sugar

Pushes Sugar into Cells
Pushes Large Amino Acids into Cells
Spares Tryptophan
The Brain makes Serotonin from Tryptophan

Rapid Rise
In
Blood Sugar

Blood Sugar
Falls

Serotonin
Payoff

Stomach Acid

Carb
Cravings

Sugar

Stress Hormones Raise Blood Sugar ...
but also make us crave stress-relieving Dopamine and Serotonin

If Liver and Kidneys
Can’t Clear Insulin
Fast Enough ...

... and Blood Sugar
Falls Too Low

Stress Hormones
And The Cycle Keeps Repeating ...
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As dopamine stimulation increases.

How Sugar Creates Mental Health Issues
1) Stimulates release of dopamine, an excitatory neurotransmitter
ç Dopamine.

ç Dopamine.

2) Stimulates release of the acute stress hormones:
norepinephrine and adrenaline

Dopamine receptor è.
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Dopamine receptor è.
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As dopamine stimulation increases.

How Sugar Creates Mental Health Issues

Sugar, Social Prominence
& Predatory Behavior

1) Stimulates release of dopamine, an excitatory neurotransmitter

This video is the keystone of this course.

2) Stimulates release of the acute stress hormones:
norepinephrine and adrenaline

Key Points To Notice:

ç Dopamine.

• The increase in sugar consumption over time
• The drain on metabolic energy necessitated by
metabolizing sugar

3) Dopamine overstimulation reduces dopamine receptor
sensitivity, leading to habituation and addiction

Dopamine receptor è.

• The relationship between fructose metabolism and uric
acid generation
• Issues arise as a function of the volume of sugar consumed

…dopamine receptors lose their sensitivity..
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The Flavorists – Prequel to The Bitter Truth
• 60 Minutes (2011)
• Corporate incentives: privatizing profits, socializing costs

Ten-Minute Break
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The Flavorists – Prequel to The Bitter Truth

The Bitter Truth – Key Concepts

The Bitter Truth – Key Concepts
Hormones involved in hunger & sugar metabolism
• Grehlin – stimulates hunger
• Leptin – suppresses hunger
• Insulin – pushes sugar out of bloodstream into cells

• Glucose – Good for our bodies
• Fructose – Comes from Fruit
• Sucrose – Table Sugar
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The Bitter Truth Pt1 - Intro

The Bitter Truth Pt1 - Intro

The Bitter Truth Pt1 - Intro

• Obesity & diabetes as rough, imperfect proxies for fructose
consumption

• Reframing obesity as an environmental toxicity issue
• The impact of corporate behavior on our health

• Certainly not the only issue, but a major contributor
• IMPORTANT – Not everyone consuming large amounts of fructose
becomes angry & predatory

• Obesity as a function of carbohydrate function rather than fat
consumptions

• Other factors: history of abuse, family psychodynamics, cultural norms

• Leptin – a hormone that suppresses appetite

• Lustig debunks cultural myths about obesity and blaming the individual

• Sweetsurprise.com no longer exists

• A repeat discussion of the increase in sugar consumption
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The Bitter Truth Pt2 – Logical Fallicies

The Bitter Truth Pt2 – Logical Fallacies

The Bitter Truth Pt2 – Logical Fallicies
• Earl Butz’s official nickname was in fact “Rusty”

• The history of high fructose corn syrup (HFCS)

• Corporate behavior: reductionist half-truths vs systems thinking
– ignoring fruit juice consumption

• The problem with low fat diets

• Lustig criticizes the WIC program ... but he’s not criticizing the
concept of supporting poor women & children’s nutrition.

• The logical errors epidemiologists can make

• Lustig’s issue w/WIC is the way the program is run.
• The logical fallacy: if A > B and B > C ... it does not mean A > C
• Red cars get more speeding tickets, getting speeding tickets makes
drivers angry, but that doesn’t mean red cars make drivers angry.
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The Bitter Truth Pt3 – Yudkin vs Keys
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The Bitter Truth Pt3 – Yudkin vs Keys

The Bitter Truth Pt3 – Yudkin vs Keys

• Another logical fallacy – a faulty multivariate analysis at the root
of the low-fat diet concept

• Donuts aren’t the only place we find sugar and fat together

• Multivariate analysis: evaluating the impact of multiple factors
operating at the same time

• The USS Cole – a US Navy destroyer attacked by Al Qaeda in
October, 2000 while it was refueling in the Yemeni port of Aden

• Ice cream, salad dressings
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The Bitter Truth Pt4 – The Trouble w/LDL

The Bitter Truth Pt4 – The Trouble w/LDL

The Bitter Truth Pt4 – The Trouble w/LDL
• This is where the idea that lowering cholesterol with statin
medications prevents cardiovascular disease originates

• LDL alone doesn’t predict cardiovascular disease
• Why low fat diets mean high carb diets ...

• The problem: cholesterol is crucial for hormone production and
maintaining neuronal structure in the brain

• If we’re eating processed foods

• We’re seeing mistake compounding mistake
• Ever check out what’s in the vending machines in hospital
employee lounges?
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The Bitter Truth Pt4 – The Trouble w/LDL

The Bitter Truth Pt4 – The Trouble w/LDL

• Advanced Glycation Endproducts (AGEs)

• Elimination of fiber in fast food starves healthy microbiome
bacteria of their food.

• When arteries glycate, hemoglobin glycates too
• Glycated arterioles (tiny arteries) don’t diffuse oxygen to cells
efficiently.

• Unhealthy microbes, the ones that increase immune vigilance
thrive on sugar and processed carbs

• Glycated hemoglobin doesn’t exchange oxygen and carbon
dioxide efficiently

• Increased immune vigilance produces increased inflammation,
sets the stage for autoimmune disease

• Oxygen depleted brain neurons begin to panic – think waterboarding

• Inflamed brains get anxious and depressed

The Bitter Truth Pt5 – Biochemistry Intro
• Don’t worry, we won’t get bogged down in the biochemistry
• This is just the introduction

• This phenomenon is exaggerated when glycation affects the kidneys
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The Bitter Truth Pt5 – Biochemistry Intro

The Bitter Truth Pt6 – The Biochemistry

The Bitter Truth Pt7 – The Toxicity
• This section refers in part to the detailed exposition we just
skipped, where Lustig goes into detail about the similarities
between the way the body processes ethanol (alcohol) and
fructose.
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The Bitter Truth Pt7 – The Toxicity

The Bitter Truth Pt7 – The Toxicity

The Bitter Truth Pt8 – The Wrap

• Fiber is also good because it feeds health bacteria in our
microbiomes, which helps control systemic inflammation in the
body - our “inflammatory tone.”

Here Lustig discusses more implications of:
• Highly industrialized food
• Regulatory capture

• This improves all kinds of health metrics as most chronic
disease is caused by chronic inflammation.

• Fast food
And then wraps the lecture

• Increased chronic inflammation also contributes to a wide range
of psychopathologies.
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Wernicke-Korsakoff Syndrome

The Bitter Truth Pt8 – The Wrap

Ten-Minute Break
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Sugar and Anxiety

How Sugar Creates Mental Health Issues

Sugar and Violence

1) Stimulates release of dopamine, an excitatory neurotransmitter
2) Stimulates release of the acute stress hormones:
norepinephrine and adrenaline
3) Dopamine overstimulation reduces dopamine receptor
sensitivity, leading to habituation and addiction
4) Overconsumption of fructose leads to a buildup of uric acid,
which appears to precipitate violent, abusive behavior
5) Overconsumption of refined carbohydrates drains vitamin B1
(thiamin)
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Sugar and Violence
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Case Study – Scott Rudin
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Case Study – Scott Rudin
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Case Study – Scott Rudin

Sugar Blues Excerpt – Dufty, 1975
• The book he wrote after meeting Gloria Swanson and kicking
sugar
• Documents the state-of-the-science at that time, which was
rather primitive compared to today
• This excerpt traces the impact of sugar in the development of western
civilization
• Interesting resonances between sugar’s impact on individuals and its
impact on society
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The Hacking of the American Mind Pt1 –
A Public Health Crisis

The Hacking of the American Mind – Lustig, 2017
• Lustig’s update of his 2009 lecture

• Obesity does not necessarily mean being unhealthy

• He attempts to solve the Social Security, Medicare, Obesity & Mental
Health Crises by focusing on the impacts of highly industrialized food
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• Being thin doesn’t necessarily mean being healthy
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The Hacking of the American Mind Pt1 –
Pleasure vs. Happiness
• Dopamine – Excitatory Neurotransmitter (Dangerous)
• Serotonin – Relaxing Neurotransmitter (Safe)

Nothing in 1,500,000,000 years of evolution,.
has prepared our bodies for a piece of candy.
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Selfcare Advisor Website

Stop after 8 weeks!.

l-glutamine
3,000 mg/day, first thing in the morning ….

https://selfcareadvisor.net

… no solid food for twenty minutes after..
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Coming Attractions – Sept. 26

Healing Sugar Addiction
Sugar, Brain & Behavior

Thank You!
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